Letter to the editor


We would like to make a few comments about the article by VS Seng and AC Masquelet entitled “Management of civilian ballistic fractures” and recently published in Orthopaedics & Traumatology: Surgery & Research.

The authors report a case-series study of patients managed in a civilian hospital for ballistic fractures. Among them, 5 received orthopaedic treatment and 10 internal fixation, including 7 with femoral fractures. Healing was achieved promptly, with a low morbidity rate and no infections.

However, these patients were very different from those seen in the military [1,2]. The injuries were caused by low-velocity projectiles, the time to treatment was short, the conditions of surgical management were optimal, and the fracture was the only lesion in most of the patients (only 3 patients had concomitant injuries to internal organs). These characteristics probably allow internal fixation in selected cases, provided rules for wound debridement and trimming are followed, as pointed out by the authors.

Thus, when making treatment decisions, careful attention must be given to clinical severity, type of projectile, extent of soft tissue lesions, lesions at other sites, and setting [3].

In combat settings, limitations in internal fixation resources and ability to ensure aseptic conditions require a sequential approach to the management of ballistic fractures, known as damage control orthopaedics (DCO). External fixation is used initially and the patient is then sent to a well-equipped centre to undergo secondary internal fixation when possible. Immediate internal fixation has a limited role in combat settings [1,4].

In civilian settings, DCO is appropriate in three situations: multiple injuries with a severe impact on general health requiring prompt surgical treatment, isolated limb bone fracture with a doubtful potential for soft tissue involvement, and complex fracture at a location where limitations in available technical and/or human resources require subsequent transfer to a higher level of care.

In every case, when possible, immediate or delayed internal fixation can be considered, particularly for articular fractures, to promote healing and early rehabilitation therapy.

Finally, the increasing use of military weapons by civilians should be borne in mind, as it may require a shift in therapeutic indications.
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